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Abstract

New observations are summarized that lead to the first comprehensive description of the mean inflow distribution in the

passages connecting the Atlantic Ocean with the Caribbean Sea. The total Caribbean inflow of 28 Sv is shown to be

partitioned approximately equally between the Windward Islands Passages (B10 Sv), Leeward Islands Passages ðB8 SvÞ;
and the Greater Antilles Passages ðB10 SvÞ: These results are compared to a numerical model study using a 6-layer, 1=41
resolution Atlantic Basin version of the NRL Layered OceanModel. Results from two simulations are described, including

a purely wind-forced model driven by Hellerman and Rosenstein (J. Phys. Oceanogr. 13 (1983) 1093) monthly winds, and a

model with an additional 14 Sv meridional overturning cell driven by inflow/outflow ports at the northern ð651N) and

southern ð201S) model boundaries. The purely wind-driven version of the model exhibits a total Caribbean inflow of 17 Sv;
consistent with expectations from steady, non-topographic Sverdrup theory. Nearly all of the wind-driven inflow occurs

north of Martinique at latitude B151N. The net transport through the Lesser Antilles passages south of 151N (Grenada,

St. Vincent, and St. Lucia passages) is nearly zero when the model is forced by winds alone. The addition of a 14 Sv

meridional cell in the model increases the net Caribbean inflow to 28 Sv; with nearly all of the additional 11 Sv of inflow

entering through the southern Lesser Antilles passages. The modeled inflow distribution resulting from the combined wind

and overturning forced experiment is found to compare favorably with the observations.

The seasonal cycle of the total inflow in the combined forcing experiment has a mixed annual/semiannual character

with maximum in spring and summer and minimum in fall, with a total range of about 4 Sv: The seasonal cycle of the
Florida Current resulting from this inflow variation is in good qualitative agreement with observations. Most of the

seasonal inflow variation occurs through the Windward Islands passages in the far southern Caribbean, whose annual

cycle slightly leads that of the Florida and Yucatan Currents. Variability of the modeled inflow on shorter time scales

shows a dramatic change in character moving northward along the Antilles arc. The southern passages exhibit large

fluctuations on 30–80 day time scales, which decay to very small amplitudes north of Dominica. Much of this variability

is caused by North Brazil Current Rings that propagate northwestward from the equatorial Atlantic and interact with

the abrupt island arc topography. The total range of transport variability in individual passages predicted by the model

is consistent with observations. However, observations are presently too limited to confirm the seasonal cycles or

variability spectra in the Caribbean passages. r 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The western boundary of the North Atlantic

subtropical gyre is composed of a complex island

chain, the Antilles Island arc, extending southward

from the Bahamas to the northern coast of South

America. Mass conservation requires that the

inflow from the Atlantic through the passages in

this chain combine to feed a mean Florida Current

transport of approximately 30 Sv; with a super-

imposed annual cycle of 73 Sv (Niiler and

Richardson, 1973; Schott et al., 1988). Certain of

the Antilles passages have been intensively studied

in the past, including the southernmost passages

through the Lesser Antilles (Stalcup and Metcalf,

1972) and the northern Bahamian passages (Lea-

man et al., 1995; Atkinson et al., 1995). However,

until recently many of the other passages had been

poorly sampled, and consequently little was

known about the overall distribution of the mean

Atlantic inflow to the Caribbean. Recent observa-

tional efforts (Wilson and Johns, 1997; Johns et al.,

1999) have provided a much improved picture of

the average inflow distribution through the eastern

Caribbean passages, but little is still known about

the seasonal variation of the inflow or the

amplitudes and time scales of the variability.

Ideas on the forcing mechanisms that drive the

Caribbean inflow and Florida Current transport

have evolved considerably in recent years. Pre-

viously viewed as simply a return current for the

wind-driven Sverdrup flow of the subtropical gyre

(Leetmaa et al., 1977), the Florida Current is now

known to be an important conduit for northward

transport of upper ocean waters in the global

thermohaline circulation (Schmitz and Richard-

son, 1991). The Atlantic branch of this cell,

referred to here as the Meridional Overturning

Cell (MOC), transports approximately 15 Sv of

cold deep water southward across the equator,

balanced by a northward return flow of upper

ocean South Atlantic waters. This return flow

originates partly from intermediate waters passing

through Drake Passage from the Pacific Ocean,

and partly from upper thermocline waters of the

Indian Ocean that leak around South Africa from

the Agulhas Current and its retroflection (Gordon,

1986; Rintoul, 1991; Gordon et al., 1992; Schmitz,

1996). These waters join together in the south-

eastern Atlantic and are transported equatorward

in the Benguela Current (Garzoli and Gordon,

1996). The exact pathways of this MOC return

flow through the tropical Atlantic are poorly

understood at present, although it is known that

substantial upwelling and modification of these

waters occurs in the equatorial region (Roemmich,

1983). Measurements in the western tropical

Atlantic (Schott et al., 1993; Johns et al., 1998)

suggest that the North Brazil Current is the main

pathway for transport of these modified South

Atlantic waters northward from the equator. Their

entry into the subtropical gyre appears to involve

direct pathways along the tropical western bound-

ary as well as through the ocean interior (Schmitz

and McCartney, 1993; Mayer and Weisberg, 1993;

Fratantoni et al., 2000). Large anticyclonic eddies

that pinch off from the North Brazil Current also

contribute to this intergyre exchange and may

account for a significant fraction of the total MOC

return flow in the Atlantic (Johns et al., 1990;

Richardson et al., 1994; Didden and Schott, 1993;

Fratantoni et al., 1995; Goni and Johns, 2001).

Ultimately these modified South Atlantic waters

are carried northward and westward into the

southern limb of the subtropical gyre and trans-

ported northward along the western boundary in

the Gulf Stream system (Schmitz and Richardson,

1991; Schmitz and McCartney, 1993).

The purpose of this paper is to examine, through

the use of the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)

Atlantic basin model, how the wind-driven and

MOC circulations might be expected to combine

to produce the total inflow to the Caribbean. The

focus is two-fold. First, we show how the

circulation patterns and transports through the

Caribbean passages change when a realistic MOC

is added to a purely wind-driven model. The main

conclusion is that the southernmost channels

passing into the Caribbean are the dominant entry

point for the MOC flow to the Caribbean, and that

the distribution of transport through the Carib-

bean passages predicted by the combined wind/

MOC model is reasonably consistent with avail-

able observations. Second, we show how the

seasonal transport cycles of the various passages

combine to produce the seasonal cycle of the
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Yucatan and Florida Currents, and compare the

results to Sverdrup predictions and other numer-

ical model results. Again, the southern passages of

the Caribbean are shown to play a dominant role

in the seasonal cycle. Finally, we describe the

mesoscale variability of the passage transports and

show that this variability is considerably more

energetic in the model that includes a realistic

MOC.

Before proceeding to the model results, we

provide a summary of available observations on

the inflow to the Caribbean Sea. This summary

includes recent observations in the eastern Car-

ibbean passages and in the Greater Antilles pass-

ages, including some previously unpublished data.

2. The observed inflow to the Caribbean Sea

The mean transport of the Florida Current is

now well established at a value of 31:571:5 Sv

(Lee et al., 1996). Most of the Atlantic inflow

feeding the Florida Current enters the Caribbean

between Cuba and South America, since the

transport through Yucatan Channel is comparable

to that of the Florida Current. There are nine

passages along the Antilles arc between Cuba and

South America with sill depths greater than about

400 m through which significant transport con-

tributions could occur (Fig. 1). Geographically

these can be grouped into a set of seven main

passages south of 191N through the Lesser Antilles

arc, which runs almost north–south along 61–631W,

and two major passages (the Mona and Windward

Passages) between 18 and 201N along the westward

tending Greater Antilles arc. It is convenient to

further subdivide the Lesser Antilles passages into a

set of ‘‘Windward Island’’ passages south of 151N

(Grenada, St. Vincent, and St. Lucia passages), and

‘‘Leeward Island’’ passages between 15 and 191N

(Dominica, Guadeloupe, Antigua, and Anegada

passages). It is common in the literature for the total

Fig. 1. The Caribbean Sea. The main passages between the Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea are labeled.
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inflow between South America and the Virgin

Islands (along approximately 651W) to be referred

to as the ‘‘eastern Caribbean’’ inflow, which, in

accordance with the above definitions, is the same

as the inflow through the Lesser Antilles passages.

Model (1950) was the first to provide a descrip-

tion of the inflow through all of the Caribbean

passages, based on the observations of Pillsbury

(1891). He found a total inflow to the Caribbean of

28 Sv ð1 Sv ¼ 106 m3 s�1Þ; of which 24 Sv flowed

through the Lesser Antilles passages. Of the 24 Sv

entering the Lesser Antilles, approximately three-

fourths ð18 SvÞ was found to flow through the

Leeward Island passages, with only 6 Sv entering

through the Windward Island passages in the

south. Certain features of this inflow distribution

are questionable and based on very limited data;

for example, Model found negligible inflow

through both the Grenada and Windward Pas-

sages, which have more recently been identified as

major inflow channels.

Geostrophic transport estimates by Gordon

(1967) suggested a total inflow through the eastern

Caribbean of 26–33 Sv; with less than 5 Sv of

inflow through Windward Passage. Worthington

(1976) assigned a relatively greater importance to

Windward Passage ð10 SvÞ and a smaller total

inflow ð20 SvÞ through the eastern Caribbean.

Roemmich (1983) found a total transport of

approximately 22 Sv through the eastern Carib-

bean and 7 Sv through Windward Passage based

on an inverse calculation. However, none of the

above studies were able to determine the detailed

structure or distribution of the inflow through the

Lesser Antilles.

Individual passages in the eastern Caribbean

have been sampled at various times by Metcalf

(1976), (Anegada Passage); Stalcup and Metcalf

(1972), (Grenada, St. Vincent, St. Lucia, and

Dominica Passages); and Brooks (1978), (St. Lucia

Passage). Most of these studies were of relatively

short duration and found significant tidal and

synoptic variability in the passage transports. Of

particular note was Stalcup and Metcalf’s (1972)

finding of a transport of 25 Sv through the

Windward Island passages from repeated mea-

surements over a 5-week period in March–April

1970, which suggested that the net inflow through

the eastern Caribbean was strongly concentrated

in the southern Lesser Antilles. Schmitz and

Richardson (1991) reanalyzed the Stalcup and

Metcalf data and concluded that 22 Sv of the

Florida Current transport could be accounted for

by inflow through these southern passages, with

most of the remainder ð7 SvÞ entering through

Windward Passage in the north.

In recent years there has been a large increase in

the available data base for the eastern Caribbean

passages, which in part has motivated the present

study. Most importantly, in many passages there

are now enough repeat measurements that mean-

ingful estimates can be made of the average

passage transports and their ranges of variability.

The most definitive measurements are fromWilson

and Johns (1997), updated with the more recent

data shown in Table 1. Measurements in the

Leeward Islands passages (Johns et al., 1999;

Table 1) have also provided new baseline estimates

for many of the historically poorly sampled

passages in the Lesser Antilles chain.

Table 2 summarizes the above observations

together with other historical estimates of the

transports through main passages to the Carib-

bean Sea. The estimates shown in Table 2 come

from a variety of different sources using different

methods, and some may be more accurate than

others. Those transport values that are derived

from repeated direct velocity measurements, such

as in Table 1, and that include estimates of

statistical uncertainty, are relied upon most heavily

in the following synopsis.

2.1. The Windward Islands Passages

The passages between the Windward Islands

(composed of Grenada, St. Vincent, and St. Lucia

Passages) are probably the best studied of all the

Antilles passages (Stalcup and Metcalf, 1972;

Wilson and Johns, 1997). The combined transport

through these passages as measured by Wilson and

Johns (1997; hereafter WJ97), updated in Table 1,

is 10:172:4 Sv: Grenada Passage accounts for

slightly more than half of this total inflow

ð5:770:8 SvÞ; followed in importance by St. Vincent
ð2:970:8 SvÞ and St. Lucia ð1:570:8 SvÞ passages.
These estimates come from a total of 10–12
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independent measurements of transport in these

passages carried out in different seasons over a

7-year period. The results in Table 1 include

transport measurements from an additional five

cruises subsequent to those described in WJ97.

These additional transports were obtained by the

same methods used in WJ97, and the reader is

referred to that paper for details on the measure-

ment techniques and transport estimation meth-

ods. The relatively small error bars on the mean

transports shown in Table 1 are attributable to the

large number of independent samples rather than

small variability in the passage transports, which

typically have a range of about twice their mean

value. For example, the Grenada Passage trans-

port has a total range of 10:5 Sv (Table 1), from a

minimum of nearly zero ð0:1 SvÞ to a maximum of

10:6 Sv:

The earlier measurements of Stalcup and

Metcalf (1972) suggest a much larger transport

through the Windward Islands passages; however,

it should be noted that their measurements were

collected during a single 2-month observation

period in 1970, and their results differed signifi-

cantly between two independent measurement

techniques (see Table 2). The smaller of their

estimates ð15:3 SvÞ is within the range of observed

transports shown by WJ97 (and Table 1), and is in

reasonable agreement with the mean value ob-

tained from Table 1 of 10:172:4; considering the

short period of the Stalcup and Metcalf measure-

ments.

For a detailed review of the observations and

flow structures observed in the Windward Islands

Passages, the reader is referred to Wilson and

Johns (1997).

Table 1

Transport estimates derived from shipboard occupations of the Caribbean Passages, after Wilson and Johns (1997), updated with

results from 5 additional cruises. Not all passages were sampled on each cruise. Average transports and related statistics from all

available estimates for each passage are shown at the bottom. The quantity labeled ‘‘Mean’’ is the average transport from only those

cruises with full water column directly velocity measurements (cruises 5 and later) the quantity labeled ‘‘Mean (all)’’ is the average of all

cruises including early ones where part of the deep flow in the passages was determined geostrophically. The former is used for the final

transport values in the paper, and the standard errors listed for each passage are also based on this data

Passage

Cruise Grenada St. Vincent St. Lucia Dominica Guadeloupe Antigua Anegada Mona

1 Dec 91 6.9 5.9 0.1

2 May 92 0.1 2.0 0.5

3 Sep 92 4.9 1.4 0.5

4 Dec 92 2.6 2.2 2.2

5 Jun 93 10.6 5.3 1.2

6 Apr 94 2.6 �0.6

7 Jul 94 5.8 5.2 2.0 �0.1 1.9 0.6 3.3

8 Dec 94 �0.2

9 Sep 95 5.4 2.8 3.2

10 Mar 96 4.0 �0.1 0.8 1.8 1.1 4.4 3.5 3.4

11 Jul 96 5.6 3.4 3.4 1.1 0.6 3.3 2.2 1.7

12 Jun 97 4.6 3.7 4.6 2.5 �0.3 3.4 2.0

13 Oct 98 6.7 3.2 �3.0 2.8 2.4 4.0 0.1

Mean 5.772.4 2.972.2 1.572.4 1.671.2 1.171.1 3.171.5 2.571.4 2.671.2

Mean (all) 5.072.8 3.272.1 1.472.0 1.471.1 1.171.1 3.171.5 2.571.4 2.671.2

Std. error 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.6 1.2

Windward Islands Leeward Islands

10.172.4 8.372.3

Lesser Antilles

18.474.7
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Table 2

Comparison of modeled versus observed passage transports

Passage Model B Observation Source

Mean (Std. Dev.) Mean (Std. Dev., Std. err)

Grenada 5.0 (2.1) 4.4–9.6a Stalcup and Metcalf (1972)

5.7 ð2:4; 0:8Þ (This study; Table 1)

St. Vincent 5.2 (1.3) 7.9–9.7a Stalcup and Metcalf (1972)

2.9 ð2:2; 0:8Þ (This study; Table 1)

St. Lucia 2.1 (0.5) 3.0–5.9a Stalcup and Metcalf (1972)

1.7 (3.0) Brooks (1978)

1.5 ð2:4; 0:8Þ (This study; Table 1)

Windward Islands 12.3 (2.4) 15.3–25.2a Stalcup and Metcalf (1972)

(Grenada 13.0 (2.0) Mazeika et al. (1980)

St. Vincent, Febres-Ortega and Herrera (1976);

and St. Lucia) (‘‘Tobago-Barbados’’ section)

10.1 ð4:0; 2:4Þ (This study; Table 1)

Dominica 1.9 (0.7) 2.6 Stalcup and Metcalf (1972)

1.6 ð1:2; 0:5Þ (This study; Table 1)

Guadeloupe 1.6 (0.3) 1.1 ð1:1; 0:5Þ (This study; Table 1)

Antigua 2.1 (0.4) 3.1 ð1:5; 0:7Þ (This study; Table 1)

Anegada 3.8 (0.8) 2.0–2.5 Metcalf (1976)

2.5 ð1:4; 0:6Þ (This study; Table 1)

2.4 ð2:8; 0:9Þ o200 m; Johns et al. (1999)

Leeward Islands 9.4 (1.2) 8.3 ð2:6; 2:3Þ (This study; Table 1)

(Dominica,

Guadeloupe,

Antigua, and

Anegada)

Mona 2.5 (0.5) 0.5b Roemmich (1981)

2.6 ð1:2; 1:2Þ (This study; Table 1)

2.8 ð2:1; 0:9Þ o200 m; Johns et al. (1999)

Windward 4.3 (2.0) 7.0 Roemmich (1981)

9.0 Nelepo et al. (1976)

6.0–7.0 Wunsch and Grant (1982)

2.2 ð1:5; 0:5Þ o200 m; Johns et al. (1999)

(‘‘Great Inagua Passage’’)

Greater Antilles 6.8 (2.1) B10:0 (4.0?) This study þ Roemmich (1981)

(Mona and

Windward)

Old Bahama 1.5 (0.7) 1.9 (1.7) Atkinson et al. (1995)

NW Providence 2.5 (0.9) 2.0 Richardson and Finlen (1967)

1.2 (2.0) Leaman et al. (1995)

aStalcup and Metcalf (1972) used both lowered current meters and free-falling transport profilers (dropsondes). The transport values

determined from the lowered current meter technique were larger by up to a factor of two and may be overestimates.
bRoemmich’s original estimate of the geostrophic transport through Mona Passage was 4:0 Sv; before application of inverse model

constraints.
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2.2. The Leeward Islands Passages

The Passages through the Leeward Islands

(Dominica, Guadeloupe, Antigua, and Anegada

Passages) are less well sampled than the Wind-

ward Islands passages, and only recently have

detailed measurements been made in some of them

(Table 1). Previously, there were no published

estimates of transport through the Guadeloupe or

Antigua Passages, apart from those of Model

(1950), and considerable uncertainty existed as to

the mean transports through the Anegada and

Dominica Passages (Metcalf, 1976; Stalcup and

Metcalf, 1972; WJ97). The Anegada Passage is

distinguished from the rest of the Lesser Antilles

passages by a much greater sill depth of 1900 m;
which permits exchange between the Caribbean

and Atlantic at levels below the direct influence of

the subtropical gyre circulation. Anegada Passage

is the sole pathway for ventilation of the abyssal

Venezuelan and Colombian basins of the southern

Caribbean from the Atlantic. The inflow of North

Atlantic Deep Water through this passage and its

subsequent spillage into the deep Caribbean has

been studied by many investigators (Worthington,

1955; Stalcup et al., 1975; Sturges, 1975; Fratan-

toni et al., 1997; MacCready et al., 1999). The

transport associated with this overflow process is

small however, approximately 0:2 Sv; and is

negligible in the total transport budget for the

Caribbean.

The estimated mean transports through the

Leeward Islands passages, from the new data in

Table 1, are 1:670:5; 1:170:5; 3:170:7; and

2:570:6 Sv; for Dominica, Guadeloupe, Antigua,
and Anegada Passage, respectively. The total

inflow through the Leeward Islands is therefore

estimated at 8:372:3 Sv: This inflow is compar-

able to that through the Windward Islands

passages, but it is concentrated more in the

northern part of the Leeward Island chain, with

the Antigua and Anegada Passages being the

dominant inflow channels.

The observations of transport through the

Anegada Passage listed in Table 2 include geos-

trophic estimates from hydrographic surveys in the

1970s as well as the more recent direct current

measurements. Metcalf (1976) estimated the total

inflow through Anegada passage to be approxi-

mately 1:4 Sv from geostrophic current measure-

ments collected in March–April 1972. Considering

only the upper 700 m they found a somewhat

larger inflow of 2.0–2:5 Sv: The estimate of 2:5 Sv
for Anegada Passage from Table 1 is consistent

with Metcalf’s estimate for the upper 700 m

inflow, and also with the Johns et al. (1999)

estimate of 2:470:9 Sv inflow from 9 repeat

shipboard ADCP transects across the passage.

The latter transport estimate includes only the

contribution within the upper 200 m of the water

column, which suggests that the total inflow could

be larger than the 2:5 Sv derived from the smaller

set of full-depth occupations contained in Table 1.

Measurements in Dominica Passage by Stalcup

and Metcalf (1972), as re-analyzed by Schmitz and

Richardson (1991, hereafter SR91), suggested an

inflow through Dominica passage of 2:6 Sv; which
is outside the error bounds of the mean transport

estimate of 1:670:5 Sv from Table 1, but within

the maximum transport of 2:8 Sv observed in the 8
occupations of the passage listed in Table 1. The

transport estimates for Guadeloupe, Antigua, and

Anegada passages shown in Table 1 are based on

fewer occupations (5–6) than in Dominica or the

Windward Islands Passages, but nevertheless appear

to be converging on stable mean transport values.

2.3. The Greater Antilles Passages

The two passages through the Greater Antilles,

Mona and Windward, are very different from one

another in terms of their sill depths. Mona

Passage, with a sill depth of B400 m; is the

shallowest major passage in all of the Antilles;

Windward Passage, with a sill depth of B1700 m;
is deeper than all but Anegada Passage. The deep

inflow through the Windward Passage is less well

studied than that in the Anegada Passage but may

play a similar role in replenishing abyssal waters of

the Cayman and Yucatan basins in the northern

Caribbean. Again the mean inflow associated with

this process is small and does not significantly

impact the transport balance of the upper ocean

that is the focus of this paper.

The only study that provides a suitably large

ensemble of repeated direct measurements in the
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Greater Antilles passages is the study by Johns

et al. (1999) using shipboard acoustic Doppler

profiler data, which however is limited to the

upper 200 m of the water column. Their estimate

of the upper 200 m transport through Mona

Passage is 2:870:9 Sv: Two full-depth occupations
of Mona Passage are included in Table 1, and

these show total inflow transports of 3.4 and

1:7 Sv for an average of 2:6 Sv: Roemmich’s (1981)

indirect estimate from an inverse model suggests a

lower inflow transport of 0:5 Sv: However, it

should be noted that Roemmich’s transport

estimate was strongly affected by his inverse model

constraints, as the geostrophic transport through

Mona Passage relative to the bottom calculated by

Roemmich prior to adjustment by the inverse

calculation was 4:0 Sv: Thus, Mona Passage

appears to be a significant inflow channel with a

mean transport of approximately 3 Sv:
The transport through Windward Passage has

been estimated at 9:0 Sv by Nelepo et al. (1976)

and 7:0 Sv by Roemmich (1981), using geostrophic
estimates from hydrographic data. (Roemmich’s

inverse model estimate of 7:0 Sv in this case closely
agrees with his initial transport calculation.)

Wunsch and Grant (1982) also found a value of

6–7 Sv from their North Atlantic inverse model.

Johns et al. (1999) obtained a mean inflow of

2:271:5 Sv in the upper 200 m from 9 repeat

occupations of the ‘‘Great Inagua’’ Passage, which

lies just east of Windward Passage between the

coast of Hispaniola and Great Inagua Island. This

channel presumably carries most of the inflow that

enters Windward Passage plus a small contribu-

tion that may bypass Windward Passage to flow

westward into the Old Bahama Channel. The

upper 200 m inflow of 2:2 Sv suggests a somewhat
smaller total inflow through the Windward Pas-

sage than the available estimates of 7–9 Sv; since a
transport of that size would require a nearly

uniform inflow down to the base of the main

thermocline ðB800 mÞ of strength equal to that in

the upper 200 m: A subset of these sections which

included full-depth geostrophic and absolute

velocity measurements yielded a mean transport

estimate of 5:2 Sv through Great Inagua Passage

(E. Johns, pers. comm.). A single occupation of

Windward Passage with direct current measure-

ments in 1998 (D. Wilson, pers. comm.) found less

than 1 Sv of inflow in the upper 1000 m; which is,

however, unlikely to be representative of average

flow conditions. From the available observations a

mean transport through Windward Passage any-

where in the range of 3–9 Sv seems possible.

Further direct measurements are clearly needed to

resolve the mean inflow and variability in this

passage.

Since the mean transports through the Greater

Antilles passages, especially Windward Passage,

are poorly constrained by direct observations, it is

useful to compare the above results with an

indirect estimate of their net transport formed by

differencing the better known transports through

Yucatan Channel and the Lesser Antilles. The

Yucatan Channel transport is approximately

28 Sv; as given by the difference between the

Florida Current transport at 271N ð31:5 SvÞ and
the sum of the Old Bahama Channel and North-

west Providence channel inflows ðB3 Sv; Table 2).

The total transport through the Lesser Antilles,

from the data in Table 1, is 18:4 Sv; which

therefore requires a mean inflow of approximately

10 Sv through the Greater Antilles passages. If the

Mona Passage accounts for 3 Sv of this inflow,

then this leaves 7 Sv for Windward Passage, which

is in good agreement with the Roemmich (1981)

and Wunsch and Grant (1982) inverse model

estimates. Therefore we conclude that a total

inflow of approximately 10 Sv occurs through the

Greater Antilles passages with about two-thirds of

this flowing through Windward Passage and one-

third through Mona Passage.

In summary, the observations suggest a nearly

equal partitioning of the Caribbean inflow be-

tween the Windward Islands Passages ðB10 SvÞ;
the Leeward Islands Passages ðB8 SvÞ; and the

Greater Antilles Passages ðB10 SvÞ: Later these

observed transports will be compared with the

numerical model predictions.

3. The model simulations

The numerical model used in this study is the

Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) hydrody-

namic, nonlinear, primitive equation layered ocean
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circulation model (NLOM). It was developed by

Hurlburt and Thompson (1980) for use in the Gulf

of Mexico and has since been expanded to include

regional, basin, and global-scale configurations

(Wallcraft, 1991) and additional features, includ-

ing thermodynamics (Metzger and Hurlburt, 1996;

Shriver and Hurlburt, 1997; Wallcraft and Moore,

1997). The Atlantic Basin version of the model is

used in this study. The model domain, with

realistic coastlines and topography, extends from

201S to 651N, with a horizontal grid resolution

of 1=41 (Fig. 2). Model parameters are listed in

Table 3. Six constant-density layers are used in the

vertical, five of which are contained within the

upper 1000 m (Table 4).

The model simulations are begun from rest, and

are initialized with uniform layer thicknesses over

the basin. The density in each layer is the basin-

wide average from Levitus (1982). In the real

ocean, all of these density layers outcrop in the

subpolar North Atlantic. In the model, the upper

layers should, therefore, go to zero thickness in

this region. In NLOM, the layers are instead

required to maintain a prescribed minimum

Fig. 2. The model domain and topography. The locations of the inflow and outflow ports used to drive the MOC in model B are

indicated by black strips along the northern and southern boundaries. (See Table 4 for port transports in each layer.)

Table 3

Model parameters

Parameter Value

Coefficient of horizontal eddy viscosity 300 m2 s�1

Latitude, longitude grid resolution 1=41; 45=1281

(27 km at 451N)

Bottom drag coefficient 0.002

Coefficient of interfacial stress 0

(excluding entrainment)

Coefficient of interfacial stress 1

due to entrainment

Acceleration due to gravity 9:8 m s�2

Thickness of layer k at which

entrainment starts

50 m ðk ¼ 1Þ

40 m ðk ¼ 2–6)

Reference diapycnical mixing velocity 0:01 cm s�1
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thickness in order to retain computational effi-

ciency. For the uppermost layer a minimum

thickness of 50 m is prescribed, which represents

a nominal mixed layer depth. A slightly smaller

value ð40 mÞ is used for the remaining layers.

When a layer thins to its minimum allowed

thickness, water is entrained locally from the layer

below in order to prevent the layer from thinning

further. In the model this happens mostly in

regions where wind-driven Ekman transports

cause a divergence in the top layer, resulting in

suction on the layers below. This process of

‘‘hydromixing’’ (Wallcraft, 1991) transfers mass

and momentum to the entraining layer, but not

density (which remains constant within each layer

in this version of the model). To conserve mass

within both the entraining layer and the layer

below it, which loses mass during the entrainment

process, there is a compensating global exchange

of water from the upper layer to the layer below.

This capability allows closed mean vertical circula-

tions across layer interfaces within the model

domain. It, therefore, also plays a role in the

mechanism (described below) by which the Atlan-

tic MOC is included in the model.

The dominant pattern of vertical mass exchange

in the models is one of wind-driven upwelling from

the thermocline to surface layers in the equatorial

region and downwelling in the subtropics. A

detailed study of these processes and associated

diapycnal transports in a similar NRL Atlantic

basin model simulation is given by Fratantoni

(1996) and Fratantoni et al. (2000). Other recent

applications of this model include an investigation

of North Brazil Current ring formation and decay

in the western tropical Atlantic (Fratantoni et al.,

1995), and a study of the propagation of eddy

features through the Caribbean and their influence

on Loop Current variability in the Gulf of Mexico

(Murphy et al., 1999).

Two model simulations are described in this

paper which are identical in all aspects except for

their forcing. The first model (hereafter Model A) is

forced only at the surface by the monthly climato-

logical wind stresses of Hellerman and Rosenstein

(1983). The second model (Model B) is forced by

the same wind stresses but with the inclusion of a

MOC that is forced by the northern and southern

model boundary conditions. To simulate the

Atlantic MOC, mass fluxes are imposed at inflow/

outflow ports along the northern and southern

boundaries, as shown in Table 4. Apart from these

ports, all remaining parts of these boundaries are

closed (and in Model A they are completely closed).

At the southern boundary, a 14 Sv MOC is forced

by inflow distributed in the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th model

layers in the interior and western portions of the

basin, and a balancing outflow in the 6th model

layer at the western boundary. This distribution is

intended to roughly simulate the import of thermo-

Table 4

Model layer densities, rest thicknesses, and port transports in the MOC-forced experiment. Positive transports are northward. See

Fig. 2 for the locations of the inflow/outflow ports

Layer Density

(sigma-t)

Rest

thickness (m)

Port transports (in Sverdrups)

201S 651Na

West East West Central East Gibraltar

1 24.86 60 F F �0:5 F �2:0 �0.5

2 26.03 115 F 7.0 �0:5 F �2:0 �0.5

3 26.75 200 5.0 F �0:4 F �1:6 1.0

4 27.07 275 2.0 F �0:3 F �1:2 F

5 27.36 350 F F �0:3 F �1:2 F

6 27.77 5500b �14.0 F 4.0 6.0 F F

bMinus amplitude of bottom topography above reference depth of 6500 m:
aPorts across 651N correspond to: Davis Strait (‘‘west’’), Denmark Strait (‘‘central’’), and the Norwegian Current (‘‘east’’).
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cline and intermediate waters into the South

Atlantic and export of deep water by the Deep

Western Boundary Current.

A similar port forcing is applied at the northern

boundary, with export to the Nordic Seas in the

top five layers and with compensating import (into

the abyssal layer) of deep water which forms to the

north of the model domain. The latter also

includes the increase in the amount of NADW

which occurs via entrainment by the overflow as it

spills southward from the sills (Mauritzen, 1993;

Schmitz, 1996). The strength of the imposed

overturning cell at 651N is 10 Sv; 4 Sv smaller

than the 14 Sv cell imposed at the southern

boundary. The additional 4 Sv entering the model

domain via the upper ports in the southern

boundary flows northward and is transferred into

the deep layer in the northern part of the basin.

This downwelling replaces the water lost by the

bottom layer during the entrainment process

which, as previously explained, maintains non-

zero thickness in the upper five layers in the

regions where the density surfaces would otherwise

outcrop. At the same time it simulates the portion

of NADW formation that occurs in the Labrador

Sea (Schmitz and McCartney, 1993). This com-

pensating global exchange from the upper layers

to the abyssal layer occurs in the Labrador Sea

region of the model by way of a weighting function

based on the Levitus (1982) oxygen saturation

data. A detailed description of this oxygen-based

diapycnal mixing scheme is provided by Shriver

and Hurlburt (1997). The result is a MOC

in which, consistent with observations (Schmitz

and Richardson, 1991; Mauritzen, 1993;

Schmitz and McCartney, 1993; Schmitz, 1996),

there is net northward transport above the

abyssal layer, some sinking from the upper

layers to the abyssal layer in the northern North

Atlantic, and net southward flow in the abyssal

layer.

The model bottom topography is based on

ETOPO5 (NOAA, 1986) with modifications in the

Caribbean region by Youtsey (1993) and Hurlburt

and Townsend (1994) to correct for deficiencies in

ETOPO5. Particular attention was paid to proper

model representation of the sill depths and

geometry of the Antilles and Bahamas passages.

A notable deficiency in ETOPO5 was the presence

of a wide, deep passage between the islands of

Grenada and St. Vincent, which in reality is almost

totally blocked by a broad shallow platform

containing the Grenadines (Youtsey, 1993).

Both model simulations were begun from rest

and integrated for 80 years. The last 10 years of the

model results are analyzed here, after each of the

models had reached statistical equilibrium. All of

the mean transports, seasonal cycles, and statistics

from the models are based on this final 10-year

period. Analysis is confined to the top five layers of

the model, which contain the wind-driven flow of

the subtropical gyre and the upper ocean MOC

return flow.

The analysis given here is focused on the western

subtropical region of the model domain between

51N and 301N and west of 401W; including the

Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico. A more

complete discussion of the general circulation in

the NRL Atlantic Basin model is given in

Fratantoni et al. (2000) using a similar set of

experiments, with particular focus on the equator-

ial Atlantic region. It is shown there that the model

forced with both winds and MOC is able to

reproduce a number of important features of the

equatorial circulation, including the mean trans-

ports and seasonal cycles of the North Brazil

Current and North Equatorial Countercurrent,

the dominant time scales and general energy levels

of the mesoscale eddy field, and the shedding of

rings from the North Brazil Current. A weakness

of the model is its unrealistic Gulf Stream

separation, which does not occur near Cape

Hatteras as it should but rather farther north in

the model (not shown). This is due to the 1=41
resolution of this version of the model which is too

coarse to achieve a realistic Gulf Stream path

(Townsend et al., 2000; Hurlburt and Hogan,

2000). However, it is sufficient to obtain realistic

results in other regions, including the equatorial

Atlantic and the Caribbean Sea region. At a

resolution of 1=41; all of the major passages

between the Atlantic and Caribbean are repre-

sented in the model, even though the narrowest

ones may contain as few as one or two model

gridpoints. Thus the detailed flow structure in

these passages is not well resolved by the model.
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However, preliminary comparisons with other

model simulations at higher resolution (up to

1=321) suggest that the passage transports them-

selves are not highly sensitive to changes in

resolution, provided that all of the major passages

are open in the model.

Fig. 3. Ten-year average streamfunction for the upper five model layers ðo1000 m), for (a) Model A (wind-forced only) and (b) Model

B (combined wind/MOC-forced).
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4. Model results

4.1. Annual mean inflow to the Caribbean

The mean flow structure in the Caribbean region

of the two model experiments is illustrated in

Fig. 3 by 10-year mean transport streamfunctions

for the sum of the top five layers. Vertical mass

exchange between the 5th and 6th model layers is

negligible in both models, and therefore a closely

approximate streamfunction can be computed for

the top five layers as a whole. This is not true in

general for individual layers because of regionally

varying vertical mass exchanges, even though the

total mass of each layer is conserved over the

entire model domain (Wallcraft, 1991). Most of

the discussion will therefore center on the total

transport of the top five layers.

We begin by discussing the principal features

of the wind-driven model and its relation to the

Sverdrup circulation. Changes in the circulation

and transport distribution in the Caribbean

region with the addition of a MOC are then

discussed, and the two models are compared with

observations.

4.1.1. Model A: wind forced

In the interior region, away from the western

boundary, the annual mean circulation in the

wind-forced model (Fig. 3a) should be largely

reflective of the climatological mean Sverdrup

circulation. As a starting point we therefore

consider what the implications are for inflow to

the Caribbean assuming the circulation would be

in non-topographic Sverdrup equilibrium. The

annual mean Sverdrup streamfunction calculated

from the same (Hellerman and Rosenstein) winds

used to drive the model is shown in Fig. 4, which

contains the following main characteristics. The

total Sverdrup transport of the subtropical gyre is

slightly more than 30 Sv; of which approximately

25 Sv impinges on the Bahamas/Antilles island arc

south of 271N (the latitude of the northern

Bahamas). The southern limit of the subtropical

gyre intersects the Lesser Antilles at about 151N;
south of which there is approximately 5 Sv of

additional flow impinging on the Antilles asso-

ciated with the cyclonic tropical gyre. If one

applies conventional Sverdrup theory (i.e., neglect-

ing the island chain topography and closing the

Sverdrup streamlines with the required western

boundary currents), the transport of the Florida

Current exiting through the Straits of Florida at

271N would be just equal to the subtropical gyre

transport south of that latitude, or approximately

25 Sv: Similarly, the flow entering the Caribbean

south of 151N in the tropical gyre would have to

turn southward in the western Caribbean to form

an eastward directed boundary current along the

southern margin of the basin, ultimately flowing

back out of the Caribbean and southward to close

the tropical gyre. The general inflow distribution

to the Caribbean predicted by Sverdrup theory

would then consist of a relatively uniform inflow

along the Island arc, totaling approximately 30 Sv;
and a concentrated outflow of approximately 5 Sv

in the far southern Caribbean.

The circulation of Model A has many simila-

rities to this description but some important

differences. The meridional distribution of the

interior transport impinging on the island arc is

quite similar to the Sverdrup distribution, as is the

location near 151N of the zero contour marking

the tropical–subtropical gyre boundary. Deflection

of the flow by the island chain is evident in several

locations, for example, near 181N where the flow is

diverted northward around the northernmost

islands in the Lesser Antilles, and along the

Bahamas where flow is steered to the north as it

approaches the boundary and a portion escapes to

the east of the Bahamas to join the Gulf Stream

farther north. A major difference between the

model and Sverdrup results is the blocking of the

tropical gyre inflow to the southern Caribbean by

the Windward Islands. Most of the tropical gyre

flow carried westward by the North Equatorial

Current in the model is turned southward outside

the island arc, leading to two separate cyclonic

gyres inside and outside the Caribbean that are

only weakly connected by recirculating flow

through the passages. The inflow distribution

occurring in this model is remarkably similar to

that found in a simpler linear, reduced-gravity

model driven by the same winds (Townsend et al.,

2000). Nonlinear effects are evident in the model in

the form of small inertial recirculation gyres in the
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western Caribbean, off Panama and just south of

Yucatan Channel.

The mean transports for this model through

each entry and exit passage bordering the Car-

ibbean Sea are shown in Fig. 5a. The transport of

the Florida Current in this model is only 21:3 Sv;
roughly 10 Sv less than the actual Florida Current

transport. Combined with the northward trans-

port off Abaco Island in the northern Bahamas

ð3:3 SvÞ; the total northward flow along the

western boundary is 24:6 Sv; just balancing the

B25 Sv of Sverdrup flow incident on the western

boundary south of 271N: The largest inflow

contribution to the Caribbean occurs through

Windward Passage ð7:4 SvÞ; with other passages

contributing between 1 and 3 Sv of inflow. Trans-

port through the southernmost (Grenada) passage

is out of the Caribbean at 2:1 Sv; balancing the

2 Sv of net inflow coming through the St. Vincent

and St. Lucia passages just to its north. This is

consistent with the above expectations from

Sverdrup theory, even though the total recircula-

tion of water through these passages in the model is

much smaller than the Sverdrup requirement. The

reasons for this may have to do with the fact that

the return current required by Sverdrup theory

exiting the southern Caribbean cannot, in reality,

be infinitesimally thin, in which case it will directly

oppose the Sverdrup inflow and could lead to a

significant reduction in the total water exchange.

Partial blocking of the inflow by the narrow

channels and the shallow Grenadines platform

could also contribute to this limited exchange. In

either case, an important result of both the model

and the Sverdrup prediction is that the net wind-

forced inflow from the Atlantic to the Caribbean

south of 151N (near the latitude of Martinique) is

approximately zero. Thus, in the model as well as

the Sverdrup prediction, the wind-driven inflow

feeding the Florida Current is derived entirely from

the subtropical gyre inflow which enters the

Caribbean north of the climatological tropical/

subtropical gyre boundary at B151N:

4.1.2. Model B: wind and MOC forced

The total inflow to the Caribbean and its

distribution among the passages changes consider-

ably with the addition of a 14 Sv MOC (Figs. 3b

and 5b). The transport of the Florida Current at

271N rises by 11 to 32:3 Sv; nearly in agreement

with the established value of 31:5 Sv (Lee et al.,

1996). The distribution of the transport among the

various passages, and the differences between the

two models, are illustrated more clearly in Fig. 6.

The largest changes occur in the southernmost

passages, where the 2:1 Sv outflow from Grenada

Passage in Model A is reversed to an inflow of

5:0 Sv (a net change of 7:1 Sv), and the inflow in

St. Vincent Passage increases from 1:1 to 5:2 Sv (a
net change of 4:1 Sv). The total inflow to the

Caribbean through the Windward Islands pas-

sages (Grenada, St. Vincent, and St. Lucia) is now

12:3 Sv; as compared to essentially zero in the

wind-driven model.

The remaining passages, with the exception of

Windward Passage, show smaller changes of

Fig. 4. The annual mean Sverdrup streamfunction derived

from Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983) winds. These are the

same winds used to drive the model simulations. The region

surrounding the Carribean Sea is magnified in the bottom panel

for closer comparison with Fig. 3.
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typically 1 Sv or less, with a general pattern of

increased inflow through the Lesser Antilles

Passages and decreased inflow through the north-

ern (Greater Antilles) passages. The sum of all the

transport differences south of Windward Passage

(Grenada through Mona Passage) is 14:2 Sv;
which indicates that all of the MOC-driven flow

is entering the Caribbean through the Lesser

Antilles Passages. The additional inflow derived

from the MOC is, however, clearly concentrated in

the far southern Caribbean.

One unexpected result from these models is the

large decrease in inflow through Windward

Passage of approximately 3 Sv with the addition

of the MOC. This change appears to be due to a

modification of the inflow pattern from the

Fig. 5. Mean (10-year average) transports through all of the major Caribbean passages for both models: (a) wind-forced, and (b)

combined wind/MOC-forced.
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subtropical gyre to the Caribbean caused by the

addition of the MOC. In Model B, more of the

subtropical gyre flow that impinges on the south-

ern Bahamas is diverted northward toward Abaco

rather than feeding through the small channels in

the Bahamas toward Windward Passage. The

northward transport off Abaco increases to

4:8 Sv in Model B, which indicates that more of

the subtropical gyre flow closes off east of the

Bahamas than in the wind-only experiment.

The results of these two experiments suggest the

following main conclusions on the causes and

distribution of the total inflow entering the

Caribbean Sea in the models:

1. The wind-driven inflow to the Caribbean from

the subtropical gyre occurs mainly north of

151N; near the latitude of Martinique.

2. The 14 Sv MOC flow in Model B enters the

Caribbean through the Lesser Antilles passages,

and is strongly concentrated in the southern-

most passages to the Caribbean.

3. The entire MOC flow continues westward

through the Caribbean Sea and Yucatan

Channel to exit northward through the Straits

of Florida.

4. The difference of 11 Sv between the Florida

Current transport in the two models, which is

3 Sv smaller than the total MOC strength, is

due to a decrease of approximately 3 Sv in the

subtropical gyre inflow to the Caribbean

through Windward Passage, which instead

turns northward outside the Caribbean to join

the Gulf Stream east of the Bahamas.

4.2. The seasonal inflow cycle

Superimposed on the mean inflows discussed

above, the models show both seasonal variations

and large-amplitude intraseasonal variations in the

passage transports. We describe first the seasonal

cycle of inflow in the model, followed by a

discussion of the shorter time scale fluctuations.

Since the MOC forcing in the model is steady, the

seasonal fluctuations in the model are forced

primarily by the winds, which are the same in

both models. Therefore we discuss only the

seasonal cycle for Model B, which has the most

realistic total forcing. The mesoscale variablility is

quite different in the two models, however, and

both model results are shown. Later the results are

compared to observations, including the known

Florida Current seasonal cycle and available time

Fig. 6. Distribution of passage transports along the Antilles

arc, from south (left) to north (right), for (a) the wind-forced

model, and (b) the combined wind/MOC-forced model.

Abbreviations for each passage are: GR (Grenada), SV (St.

Vincent), SL (St. Lucia), DO (Dominica), GU (Guadeloupe),

AT (Antigua), AN (Anegada), MO (Mona), WW (Windward),

OB (Old Bahama), and NP (NW Providence). The difference in

passage transports between the two models (b–a) is shown in

panel (c). The additional inflow from the MOC is strongly

concentrated in the southern Caribbean passages.
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series current records in some of the passages, and

also with previously published model predictions

(e.g., Anderson and Corry, 1985).

Time series of the 10-year modeled transports

through a subset of the passages along the Lesser

Antilles are shown in Fig. 7. The dominant feature

of these transports is the large seasonal cycle in the

southern passages, which decreases in amplitude

toward the north. The seasonal transport cycles

through the Windward Islands, Leeward Islands,

and Greater Antilles passages computed from the

10-year model time series are shown in Fig. 8,

along with the seasonal cycle from Yucatan

Channel, which equals the sum of these transports.

A comparison of the model annual cycle with

observations in the Straits of Florida is shown in

Fig. 9.

The Windward Islands have by far the largest

seasonal cycle of the three passage groups, with a

total annual range of 6 Sv (Fig. 8). The transport

cycle here is highly asymmetrical, with a maximum

in June and a minimum in September–October.

Most of this seasonal cycle is contained in

Grenada Passage. Besides the Grenada and St.

Vincent Passages, none of the other individual

passages exhibit a climatological seasonal range of

more than 1 Sv: The Leeward Island Passages have
a combined annual range of approximately 2 Sv

with a maximum inflow in September and mini-

mum in June, a cycle that is nearly out of phase

with that in the Windward Islands passages. The

flow through the Greater Antilles passages has an

annual range of B2 Sv and is semiannual in

character, with maxima occurring in April and

September.

The model outflow from the Caribbean through

Yucatan Channel (and the Straits of Florida) is

characterized by a fall minimum in October, and a

broad, nearly featureless maximum from February

to July. In general this cycle closely resembles the

inflow cycle through the Windward Islands Pas-

sages. The main differences are (1) the fall

minimum is shifted 1 month later to October–

November (owing to the September inflow max-

imum through the Leeward Islands and Greater

Antilles), and (2) the summer inflow maximum

through the Windward Islands is mostly canceled

by the opposing summer inflow minima through

the Leeward Islands. Overall it is clear that the

Yucatan Channel (and Florida Straits) transport

cycle in the model derives its main characteristics

from the Windward Islands transport cycle in the

far southern Caribbean.

The seasonal cycle of the Florida Current

produced by the model is in reasonable agreement

with observations (Fig. 9). Earlier experiments

with NRL Atlantic Basin model have also shown

good success in predicting the Florida Current’s

seasonal cycle (e.g., Thompson et al., 1992). The

Fig. 7. Ten-year time series of passage transports for selected

passages, from south (at the bottom) to north (at top) along the

Lesser Antilles, from the combined wind/MOC forced model

(Model B). The southern passages (e.g., Grenada and St.

Vincent) are characterized by the strongest seasonal variation

and also by strong intraseasonal variations on time scales of 1–2

months.
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mean transport of the model Florida Current

ð32:3 SvÞ is somewhat higher than the mean values

of 30.5 determined by Schott et al. (1988) and

30:6 Sv by Molinari et al. (1990) but shows an

annual cycle very similar to their results, especially

those of Schott et al. (1988). Leaman et al. (1987)

reported a higher value for the mean transport of

31:7 Sv; and Larsen (1992) gives an even higher

mean transport of 32:3 Sv based on longer term

cable observations, but finds a seasonal cycle with

a less-pronounced fall minimum than the earlier

studies. The only clearly disputable feature of the

model-predicted transport is the fact that its

absolute maximum occurs in spring (March)

rather than during summer as seen in all of the

observational results. Apart from this feature the

model can be said to produce an adequate re-

presentation of the Florida Current annual cycle,

and therefore has merit for studying the related

transport cycles in the broader Caribbean region.

To better understand the cause of the seasonal

cycle in the model and the linkages of the transport

variations throughout the basin, we show in

Fig. 10 the upper ocean (layers 1–5) transport

streamfunction for the months of April and

October, which are near the maximum and

minimum transports of the Florida Current in

the model. The overall pattern of inflow is similar

for these months except in the far southern

Caribbean where the streamlines entering the basin

are more strongly concentrated in the south during

April, especially on the Atlantic side. The inflow to

the southern Caribbean at this time appears to

result from a direct northward transport of waters

from near the equator in an intensified western

boundary current (a ‘‘Guyana’’ Current) that

enters the Caribbean through the Windward

Islands passages. Conversely, during October, a

cyclonic circulation cell (or trough) develops just

southeast of the Lesser Antilles along 101N that

blocks the direct inflow of South Atlantic water to

Fig. 8. Annual transport cycles for the Yucatan Current (bold

line) and the main passage groups that supply it: the Windward

Islands passages (thin line), the Leeward Islands passages

(dashed line) and the Greater Antilles passages (dotted line).

Fig. 9. The modeled annual cycle of the Florida Current at

271N (bold dash line), compared with observed estimates of the

annual cycle. The top panel shows the absolute transports; the

bottom panel compares only the seasonal variation by showing

the monthly variations about the annual mean transport for

each curve.
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the Caribbean along the western boundary. The

development of this trough coincides with the

northward migration of the Intertropical Conver-

gence Zone (ITCZ) from near the equator in late

winter to near 101N in fall, and the associated

intensification of positive (cyclonic) wind stress

curl at these latitudes across the western Atlantic.

The northward flow of South Atlantic waters

along the western boundary at this time is diverted

offshore in the North Brazil Current Retroflection

( just visible in the lower part of the figure) to feed

the eastward flowing North Equatorial Counter-

current. Since the MOC-driven flow in the model

is steady, this water must (and does) eventually

flow northward in the interior, and later enters

the Caribbean via the westward-flowing North

Fig. 10. Transport streamfunction of the top 5 model layers ðo1000 mÞ for the months of April and October (10-year climatology).

Differences in the two seasons are most apparent in the tropical Atlantic and southern Caribbean.
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Equatorial Current. Thus the changes in the inflow

structure, even though driven entirely by changes

in the seasonal winds, involve significant changes

in the pathways of the thermohaline (MOC-

driven) flow in the model and its entry to the

Caribbean. Similar results were obtained by

Fratantoni et al. (2000) and are discussed in

greater detail there for the broader tropical

Atlantic region (see also Mayer and Weisberg,

1993; Philander and Pacanowski, 1986). The mean

streamline patterns shown in Fig. 3b reflect this

seasonal partitioning, where both a western

boundary and interior pathway can be seen in

the annual mean streamfunction field.

Other, more subtle, differences occur in the

seasonal streamline patterns that are better illu-

strated in Fig. 11, which shows the streamfunction

anomalies relative to the annual mean every 2

months through the year. As before, the dominant

feature is the large scale cyclonic circulation

anomaly that develops along about 101N in fall

(Aug.–Dec.), which is replaced by an opposite

anticyclonic anomaly in the same region during

winter and spring (Feb–June). This is again

consistent with the changes in wind stress curl

over this region associated with the meridional

migration of the ITCZ. During summer (June) this

anticyclonic circulation anomaly (shown by red

shades in Fig. 11) can be seen to spread westward

into the Caribbean reaching all the way to Central

America. It should be noted that since we are

considering just the top five layers of the model,

down to about 1000 m; the changes shown in

Fig. 11 represent mainly a baroclinic response of

the circulation to the seasonal wind forcing. This

summer anticyclonic anomaly leads to intensified

inflow through the Windward Islands passages

(mainly Grenada Passage), and a corresponding

outflow anomaly (or reduced inflow) through the

Greater Antilles and northern Leeward Islands

passages. It is this feature that explains the

summer inflow maximum through the Windward

Islands passages in the southern Caribbean.

By August, this feature has mostly decayed and

is replaced by a growing cyclonic anomaly (shown

by the blue shades in Fig. 11) that spreads

westward into the Caribbean. This produces a

relative outflow anomaly (or inflow minimum)

through the southern passages in October. How-

ever, unlike the summer anticyclonic anomaly,

which remains mostly confined to the tropics and

central Caribbean Sea, the fall cyclonic anomaly

encompasses a broad region including the south-

ern part of the subtropical gyre, while still being

most intense east of the Antilles. Thus, during

October, one can trace the negative (outflow)

transport anomaly in Grenada Passage all the way

through the Caribbean Sea to the Straits of

Florida, where it corresponds to the minimum

annual transport through both channels. This

suggests a strong dynamical link between the

southern Caribbean passages and the Florida

Current with regard to seasonal transport fluctua-

tions, especially for the fall transport minimum in

the Florida Current. In the summer there is no

corresponding transport maximum in the model

Florida Current, because the inflow maximum

through the Windward Islands passages is largely

canceled by the broad outflow anomaly through

the northern passages. That is, the anticyclonic cell

in summer mostly closes off on itself within the

Caribbean Sea, and does not extend its influence to

Straits of Florida. Other interesting features in the

model include the seasonal spin-up and spin-down

of the cyclonic gyre in the southwestern Caribbean

(the ‘‘Panama–Colombia Gyre’’), and a similar

seasonal spin-up and spin-down pattern that

occurs in the far western Cayman basin between

15 and 201N: The model also indicates a seasonal

modulation in the strength of the Caribbean

Current, of amplitude 74 Sv; with maximum in

summer and minimum in fall.

4.3. Intraseasonal variability

The model exhibits a vigorous intraseasonal

variability in the Caribbean Sea with a dominant

time scale of 1–3 months. This variability is present

——————————————————————————"

Fig. 11. Maps of streamfunction anomaly from the annual

mean, for the months of (a) February, (b) April, (c) June, (d)

August, (e) October, and (f) December. The contour interval is

1 Sv: The monthly anomalies are derived from a 10-year model

climatology. Red and yellow shades indicate a positive (or

anticyclonic) anomaly; blue and purple shades a negative

(cyclonic) anomaly.
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in both Models A and B, but it is more energetic in

Model B that includes the MOC forcing (Fig. 12).

The eddy kinetic energy (EKE) distributions in the

model have a maximum in the western tropical

Atlantic region and a secondary maximum in the

Gulf of Mexico associated with the Loop Current.

With the addition of the 14 Sv MOC, the EKE

maximum in the western tropical Atlantic extends

northward to form a pronounced tongue of

elevated EKE along the seaward edge of the Lesser

Antilles. In addition, the EKE levels throughout

the Caribbean increase substantially and a band of

high EKE develops along the axis of the Caribbean

Current in the central Caribbean Sea.

The cause of the extended EKE tongue along

the tropical Atlantic western boundary and Lesser

Antilles in Model B can be shown clearly to be due

to the shedding of eddies or rings from the North

Brazil Current Retroflection. The behavior of

these models is closely analogous to the model

simulations studied by Fratantoni et al. (1995),

where it is shown that the shedding of rings from

the NBC retroflection is highly dependent on the

forcing used to drive the models. In models forced

only with winds, ring shedding does not occur on a

regular basis and only one such feature is typically

generated in each model year, usually around the

time when the NECC breaks down in late winter.

However, in the models that include MOC forcing,

rings are shed continuously. In Model B, an

average of 5–6 NBC rings are generated each

year, which is in good agreement with the latest

observations (Goni and Johns, 2000).

Once formed, the rings propagate northwest-

ward along the continental margin, where they

reach the Lesser Antilles in about 3 months. As the

rings interact with the island chain they cause

significant perturbations of the inflow through the

southern passages (Fig. 7), whose amplitudes

decay quickly northward along the Antilles. As

an example, we show in Fig. 13 the spectrum of

transport fluctuations through Grenada Passage

from the two model simulations, where it is

apparent that the mesoscale band is much more

energetic in the simulation with the combined

wind/MOC forcing. The most prominent energy

peaks occur at periodicities of about 80 and 120

days, but the entire spectrum down to about 30

days is filled in with energy that is not present in

the wind-only experiment. The transport fluctua-

tions caused by the rings are comparable to the

mean transports and to the amplitudes of the

seasonal cycles in the southern passages. Most of

the model rings move northward just outside the

Lesser Antilles to as far as Anegada before

completely breaking up. However, in the process

they shed some of their anticyclonic vorticity

anomaly through the passages, which seems to

promote the development of finite amplitude

instabilities on the Caribbean Current. Using a

similar model, Murphy et al. (1999) show that

amplifying disturbances generated in the far east-

ern Caribbean by NBC rings can be traced over a

period of months to the area of the Yucatan

Channel where they can impact the shedding of

Loop Eddies in the Gulf of Mexico.

5. Discussion

5.1. Comparison of model mean transports with

observations

5.1.1. The Florida and Antilles Currents

The model results presented above are generally

consistent with observational studies on the

sources of the Florida Current (Schmitz and

Richardson, 1991), and with the present under-

standing of the closure of the Atlantic MOC and

subtropical gyre by western boundary currents

east and west of the Bahamas (Schmitz et al., 1992;

Lee et al., 1996; for a review, see Hogg and Johns,

1995). Schmitz and Richardson (1991) concluded

that 13 Sv of the B30 Sv transport of the Florida

Current off Miami was derived from MOC flow

through the southern Caribbean, leaving only a

17 Sv contribution from the subtropical gyre.

Schmitz et al. (1992) postulated that this 17 Sv of

wind-driven flow was supplied by 10 Sv of trans-

port through the eastern Caribbean originating

from the eastern Atlantic (Stramma, 1984) and

7 Sv through Windward Passage originating from

the central and western Atlantic along 241N: This
is almost exactly the distribution that occurs in the

wind-driven only model (Fig. 5a), with the remain-

ing 8 Sv of Sverdrup transport along 271N joining
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Fig. 12. Eddy kinetic energy (EKE) distributions in the broader Caribbean region from the two-model simulations: (a) wind-forced

model, and (b) wind/MOC-forced model. The EKE color scale is logarithmic; corresponding values (in units of cm2 s�2) are shown

along the color bar.
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the Florida Current through the Old Bahama and

Northwest Providence Channels (1:5 and 2:5 Sv;
respectively), or flowing northward east of Abaco

(3:3 Sv).
Lee et al. (1996) discussed the closure of the

subtropical gyre along 271N and showed that the

combined transport of the Florida Current and the

Antilles Current off Abaco balanced to within

measurement errors the estimated Sverdrup trans-

port at that latitude plus a 13 Sv upper ocean

MOC component carried by the Florida Current.

They concluded that the wind-driven component

of the Florida Current was approximately 18:5 Sv
(leading to a total Florida Current transport of

31:5 Sv), and that the 5:0 Sv of upper ocean

transport observed off Abaco balanced the re-

mainder of the Sverdrup transport. The total

wind-driven transport carried by the Florida and

Antilles currents is therefore approximately

23:5 Sv; within 2:5 Sv of the 26 Sv of southward

Sverdrup transport across 271N that Lee et al.

estimated from Hellerman and Rosenstein winds.

The northward transport off Abaco in the

combined wind/MOC forced experiment (4:8 Sv)
is, in fact, very close to the observed value of

5:0 Sv; and the Florida Current transport of

32:3 Sv is also very close to the accepted value of

31:5 Sv: The transport closure along 271N in the

model is therefore very much in accord with

observations.

Obviously these comparisons are dependent on

the wind climatologies used to drive the models or

to compute Sverdrup transports, and the specific

transport values will change with the use of

different climatologies (Townsend et al., 2000).

However, an important conclusion arising from

these model simulations is that the use of a

conventional wind stress climatology such as

Hellerman and Rosenstein, with a superimposed

MOC of realistic strength, leads to transport

values for the Florida and Antilles Currents that

are in good agreement with observations. This

result differs from some other modeling studies

that have suggested that the wind-stress curl and

Sverdrup transport from Hellerman and Rosen-

stein winds are too weak and lead to an under-

prediction of the Florida Current transport. For

example, Boning et al. ð1991Þ found a Florida

Current transport of only 23:2 Sv in a (Commu-

nity Modeling Effort) (CME) simulation forced

with Hellerman and Rosenstein winds, which

increased to a realistic value of 29:1 Sv when

forced with the wind climatology of Isemer and

Hasse (1987). The Sverdrup transport along 271N

derived from the Isemer and Hasse winds is much

larger, approximately 35 Sv; which, in addition to

increasing the strength of the Florida Current,

yields a northward transport off Abaco in the

model of 12 Sv; or more than twice the observed

value. The results of the present study suggest that

the annual mean Sverdrup transport derived from

Hellerman and Rosenstein winds is approximately

correct for the subtropical North Atlantic, and

that the weakness of the Florida Current in the

above-mentioned CME model may be more the

result of an unrealistically low MOC in that model

rather than inadequacies in the wind forcing (see

also: Bryan et al., 1995; Fillenbaum et al., 1997).

5.1.2. Caribbean Passage transports

The observational data base available for the

eastern Caribbean passages has now reached the

point where it can provide a useful constraint on

Fig. 13. Variance-conserving model transport spectra for the

flow through Grenada passage in the wind-forced model

(Model AFthin line) and the combined wind/MOC-forced

model (Model BFbold line), after removal of the climatolo-

gical seasonal cycle.
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model simulations of the North Atlantic circula-

tion (Tables 1 and 2). Fig. 14 summarizes these

transport estimates from Table 2 and compares

them with the results of the combined wind/MOC

forced model.

The model mean transport through the Wind-

ward Islands passages for the combined wind/

MOC forced experiment (Model B) is 12:3 Sv; in
good agreement with the observed mean transport

(10:172:4 Sv; Table 2). The model distribution

differs somewhat from the observations, suggest-

ing a nearly equal partitioning of inflow between

Grenada (5:0 Sv) and St. Vincent (5:2 Sv) pas-

sages, rather than a more important role for

Grenada Passage. Of the three Windward Islands

passages, only the St. Vincent Passage transport is

significantly different from the observed value

(2:970:8 Sv; Table 1). However, the combined

total transport of these passages is within the error

bounds on the observed mean transport. We

should note that the model mean transports also

have some statistical ‘‘uncertainty’’ associated with

them since they are derived from a 10-year model

record with significant fluctuations, although these

uncertainties are small (B0:2 Sv) compared to the

observational uncertainties.

The net transport through the Leeward Island

passages produced by the model is 9:4 Sv; again in

close agreement with the observations

(8:372:3 Sv; Table 2). The modeled transports

through the Dominica and Guadeloupe Passages

are within the error bounds on the observed mean

transport, those of the Antigua and Anegada

Passages are just outside the observed error

bounds. Consistent with the observed transports,

the model shows a trend toward more concen-

trated inflow through the northern end of the

Leeward Islands, even though the relative impor-

tance of Antigua and Anegada Passages is reversed

between the observations and model. While dis-

crepancies between individual passages are evi-

dent, we find again that, as for the Windward

Islands Passages, the net transport through the

Leeward Islands passages in the combined wind

and MOC forced model is in reasonable agreement

with the observed transport.

The modeled transports through Mona and

Windward Passages are 2.5 and 4:3 Sv; respec-

tively, for a total of 6:8 Sv through the Greater

Antilles. The value for Mona Passage is consistent

with observations, but the Windward Passage

value is smaller than suggested by observations.

Interestingly, the total transport through Yucatan

Channel in the model is the same (B28 Sv) as

found in observations, but is achieved by a smaller

model transport of 4:3 Sv through Windward

Passage (instead of B7 Sv suggested by observa-

tions) and a larger net contribution of 21:7 Sv
through the Lesser Antilles (instead of 18:4 Sv
from observations). Given the uncertainties in the

observed mean transports through the Lesser

Antilles, the total inflow through the Lesser

Antilles could easily be greater than the above

18:4 Sv value by 3 Sv; and therefore the Windward

Passage transport value inferred from this residual

calculation could be in the same range as the

model value of 4:3 Sv: Also, from the available

observations it appears that the Windward Pas-

sage could have a mean transport anywhere in the

range of 3–9 Sv:We conclude that the model value

of 4:3 Sv cannot be ruled out as a possible correct

value for the mean transport through Windward

Passage, although a value closer to 7 Sv appears

more likely.

The results from both the model and observa-

tions indicate that the overall distribution of the

Atlantic inflow to the Caribbean is nearly equally

divided between the three main passage groups

discussed here. The modeled and observed values

for these passages are, respectively, 12.3 and

10:1 Sv for the Windward Islands passages, 9.4

and 8:3 Sv for the Leeward Islands passages, and

6.8 and B10 Sv for the Greater Antilles passages.

This nearly even distribution is quite different from

the highly concentrated inflow through the north-

ern Lesser Antilles proposed by Model (1950), or

the concentrated inflow through the Windward

Islands passages suggested by Stalcup and Metcalf

(1972) and SR91. The model simulations show

that this inflow distribution is governed by the

combined wind and thermohaline forcing such

that the Leeward Islands and Greater Antilles

passages receive primarily the subtropical gyre

inflow, in nearly equal amounts, while the Wind-

ward Islands passages are dominated by thermo-

haline inflow from the South Atlantic.
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5.2. The annual cycle

It was shown in Section 3 that the Florida

Current annual cycle produced by the model was

in reasonable agreement with observations. Un-

fortunately, there is insufficient data in any of the

other passages to the Caribbean to determine the

respective annual cycles for comparison with the

model. The available data do, however, allow an

estimate of the total range of variability in most of

the passages which can be compared with the

model results (Fig. 15). The overall range of

variability of the passage transports predicted by

the model is in good agreement with observations,

with generally larger variability occurring in the

southern passages. Windward Passage also shows

a large transport variation in the model, which, if

real, could help explain the large uncertainty in the

Fig. 14. Comparison of Caribbean passage transports from the combined wind/MOC-forced model simulation with observed passage

transports, as summarized in Table 2.
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mean transport there from the limited observa-

tions.

The only other model study to describe the

annual transport cycles in the Caribbean Passages

and their relationship to the Florida Current

annual cycle is that of Anderson and Corry

(1985Fhereafter AC85). Theirs was a two-layer

model with much coarser horizontal resolution

(11) and coarser representation of topography and

islands. The same seasonal wind climatology

(Hellerman and Rosenstein, 1983) was used to

drive the model. Only four main passages were

represented in the AC85 model: the Windward

Passage, Anegada Passage, and two broad chan-

nels through the Lesser Antilles. Mona Passage

was blocked off in their model, and presumably

the flow that would enter there is split in some way

between Windward and Anegada Passages. De-

spite its simpler configuration this model provides

an interesting comparison with the present model

(Fig. 16). For a consistent comparison, the model

seasonal cycles are grouped into a set of

‘‘Northern Passages’’ (consisting of Windward

and Anegada Passages in the AC85 model, and

Windward, Mona, and Anegada Passages in our

model), and ‘‘Southern Passages’’ (which corre-

spond to the two southern channels in the AC85

model and the sum of the Windward and Leeward

Islands passages, less Anegada, in our model). The

model comparison for the Yucatan Channel is also

shown in Fig. 16, which is the sum of the above

signals, and is nearly identical to that of the

Florida Current in both models.

The seasonal cycle in the Yucatan Channel is

remarkably similar for both models, with nearly

the same amplitude (72 Sv) and phase (Fig. 16a).

However, as can be seen in the lower panels of

Fig. 16, this relatively small transport cycle is

achieved in the AC85 model by considerably larger

annual variation in the northern and southern

passage groups individually than occurs in the

present model. The transports vary over a range of

710–12 Sv annually, or three times the size of the

Yucatan signal, and are nearly out of phase with

each other leading to a large degree of cancella-

tion. The phase of these signals is in general

agreement with that shown by the present model

but of larger amplitude. The reasons for these

differences probably have to do with the smoother

topography and fewer islands used in the AC85

model, resulting in deeper and wider passages, and

also perhaps the very thin upper layer (100 m)

used in that model. Both of these effects should

tend to make the Antilles Island arc more perme-

able to transport fluctuations originating outside

the island arc in the western Atlantic. A consistent

result from both models, however, is that the

transport signals in the passages around the basin

are broadly connected on the seasonal time scale,

and that the annual cycles in the Yucatan and

Florida Currents tend to closely follow those in the

southern Caribbean passages.

Concerning the failure of the present model to

reproduce the observed summer maximum of the

Florida Current transport, it seems possible that

this feature could result from the same type of

basinwide response that occurs in the model

Fig. 15. Comparison of the total range of transports occurring

in the various Caribbean Passages, from the model simulation

(Model B) and from the available observations. The passages

are arranged from south (left) to north (right) along the Antilles

arc; passage abbreviations are as in Fig. 6. Insufficient data exist

to determine a reliable range of observed transport in Wind-

ward Passage (WW).
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during the fall, but that this response is somehow

not properly simulated in summer by the model.

The low-latitude response in the summer is

virtually a mirror image of the response in fall,

except that it does not penetrate far enough north

in the basin to involve the Straits of Florida. This

could be either a model shortcoming or a problem

with the climatological winds used to drive the

model. In either case, the model results strongly

suggest that the seasonal transport variations

though the Caribbean basin, including those in

the Florida Current, are coupled to tropical wind

variations and associated low-latitude baroclinic

responses in the Atlantic. These features propagate

or advect westward into the Caribbean in the

model simulation and are principally responsible

for modulating the annual mean transports

through the various passages. A number of other

factors may contribute to the seasonal variation of

the Florida Current, including purely local forcing

over the Straits of Florida (Lee and Williams,

1988; Schott et al., 1988; B .oning et al., 1991), wind

stress curl variations over the northern Caribbean

and Gulf of Mexico (Schott and Zantopp, 1985),

and wind stress forcing over topography to the

north of the Straits (Anderson and Corry, 1985). A

detailed study of the importance of these different

mechanisms would require a study of model

sensitivity to various wind forcing regions, similar

to that attempted by Anderson and Corry (1985)

and B .oning et al. (1991), which we do not attempt

here. However, the obviously strong connectivity

between the the Florida Current seasonal cycle

and that in the southern Caribbean passages is a

robust result of the model simulations.

5.3. Intraseasonal variability

The model results suggest that an energetic

variability should exist in the southern Caribbean

passages on times scales of 1–3 months, caused

primarily by the interaction of North Brazil

Current rings with the Lesser Antilles island

topography. This seems like a reasonable conclu-

sion based on new studies of NBC rings that show

them to regularly impact the Lesser Antilles (Goni

and Johns, 2000). However, direct evidence for

these intraseasonal passage transport fluctuations

is highly limited as there are only a few long term

current meter records available in the Caribbean

passages. Mazeika et al. (1983) obtained current

meter records in the Grenada and St. Vincent

passages up to 9 months in length and found

fluctuations with a dominant time scale of 50–80

days, similar to the results of the model. Though

irregular and not clearly associated with eddy

features east of the Antilles, these fluctuations had

amplitudes comparable to the magnitude of the

mean flow in the passages. The observations of

Fig. 16. Model annual transport cycles compared with those of

the Anderson and Corry (1985) model, for (a) Yucatan

Channel, (b) the ‘‘northern’’ Caribbean Passages, and (c) the

‘‘southern’’ Caribbean passages. See text for the definitions of

‘‘northern’’ and ‘‘southern’’ passages for the two models.
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Wilson and Johns (1997; Table 1), while not

providing a continuous time series, show an

irregular variation of the passage transports that

is strongly suggestive of an energetic mesoscale

component (note that for Grenada and St. Vincent

passages the tidal variability is removed from their

transport estimates, and also for those estimates

listed in Table 1). The inability of their data to

resolve a seasonal cycle in the southern passages,

despite a fairly large number of repeat occupa-

tions, is a further indication of aliasing by

intraseasonal variations. For example, the highest

and lowest transports observed in Grenada Pas-

sage, 10:6 and 0:1 Sv; occurred in nearly the same

months (May and June) of separate years (Table

1). The model simulations suggest that the total

range of variation of the passage transports is

increased by about a factor of two by the addition

of the mesoscale variations on top of the seasonal

variation. Again the available transport observa-

tions give no specific information on the time

scales, but the total range of variation of the model

transports is found to be in good agreement with

observations (Fig. 15).

6. Summary and conclusions

The main purpose of this paper has been to

rationalize the observed inflows to the Caribbean

Sea with expectations based on wind-driven theory

and thermohaline forcing in the Atlantic. We show

that the available observations on Caribbean

passage transports have now reached a point

where it is possible to construct a self-consistent

mass balance for the Caribbean Sea that includes

the individual contributions though each of the

major passages. The net inflow to the Caribbean

Sea of 28 Sv is found to be spilt approximately in

equal thirds between the Windward Islands

passages south of Martinique (B10 Sv), the

Leeward Islands passages between Martinique

and the Virgin Islands (B8 Sv), and the Greater

Antilles passages between Puerto Rico and Cuba

(B10 Sv). The largest individual contributions

occur through Grenada Passage in the south

(B6 Sv) and Windward Passage in the north

(B7 Sv). Based on our review of available

observations, the passage that is probably most

in need of further measurements is Windward

Passage, which from the available direct measure-

ments could have a mean transport anywhere in

the range of 3–9 Sv: Most of the other passages

have climatological mean transports that now

appear to be resolved to within 1 Sv: Thus, new
measurements in Windward Passage would be a

vital contribution to further understanding the

transport balance of the wider Caribbean.

The results of a model simulation forced by a

seasonal wind climatology (Hellerman and Rosen-

stein, 1983) and a 14 Sv meridional overturning

cell show passage transports that are in good

overall agreement with the observations. The

horizontal resolution (1=41) of the model is just

sufficient to resolve all the major passages between

the Atlantic and the Caribbean Sea. The results of

twin model experiments, one forced with winds

alone, show that the wind-driven inflow through

the Windward Islands passages in the far southern

Caribbean is essentially zero, and that the large

transports observed in these passages are therefore

attributable to the thermohaline forcing. The

subtropical gyre inflow to the Caribbean Sea is

about 17 Sv; and it enters mainly through the

Greater Antilles and Leeward Islands passages in

the northern Caribbean, consistent with expecta-

tions from Sverdrup theory. Overall, the distribu-

tion of the passage transports shown by the

models is nearly what one would expect from a

linear superposition of a western intensified

thermohaline flow on a wind-driven Sverdrup

model of the circulation. The only significant

nonlinear interaction between these modes of

circulation shown in the models is a diversion of

subtropical gyre waters into the northward

boundary currents east of the Bahamas in the

combined wind/MOC forced model, as reflected in

a reduction of 3 Sv in the Windward Passage

inflow in that model compared to the wind-driven

model, and an increase in the northward transport

off Abaco. The reasons for this are not clear, but it

may have to do with the steeper north–south

pressure gradient across the Caribbean that is set

up by the added MOC throughflow, which may

act to repel waters attempting to enter the north-

ern part of Caribbean from the subtropical gyre.
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The modeled seasonal transport cycles in the

Caribbean passages show a mixed annual–semi-

annual character with the largest amplitude

occurring in the southern (Windward Islands)

passages. The inflow to the southern Caribbean

is a maximum in summer and a minimum in fall,

with an amplitude of about 3 Sv: Most of this

variation is contained in Grenada Passage. The

Florida Current and Yucatan Current annual

cycles closely follow the Windward Islands pas-

sages (Grenada) transport cycle, although they

have less amplitude (B2 Sv) and slightly different

phase, due to modification and partial cancellation

by the northern Caribbean passage inflows. How-

ever, unlike the situation with mean transports,

there is still little observational data that can be

used to check or validate the model results on

seasonal transport cycles in the Caribbean pas-

sages. The Florida Current annual cycle in the

model is in reasonable agreement with observa-

tions, showing a pronounced fall minimum, but its

absolute maximum occurs in spring rather than

summer. The model results suggest that the

seasonal cycles of the Caribbean passage trans-

ports are broadly connected through the basin,

including the Straits of Florida, and are linked to

the large seasonal adjustments that occur in the

low latitude Atlantic in response to the seasonal

migration of the ITCZ and associated changes in

the NE trade winds. Measurements of seasonal

cycles in some of the key Caribbean Passages will

be an important step toward further unraveling the

causes of the Florida Current annual cycle and the

dynamics governing the seasonal transport varia-

tions throughout the Caribbean basin. From these

simulations it appears that Grenada Passage in the

far southern Caribbean would be a very important

location to attempt to resolve the annual cycle.

An examination of the intraseasonal (mesoscale)

variability in the models shows that an energetic 1–

3 month variability occurs in the southernmost

passages that diminishes rapidly in strength north-

ward along the Lesser Antilles. North Brazil

Current Rings are found to be responsible for

much of the passage transport variation that

occurs on these time scales. This variability

appears to be directly linked to the MOC forcing

and is not a feature of the wind-driven model. The

overall EKE throughout the Caribbean in the

combined wind/MOC forced model is also much

greater than in the wind-only model. This is

probably a more important ‘‘nonlinear’’ interac-

tion between the wind and thermohaline forcing

mechanisms than the interaction between the time-

mean flowsFa conclusion that may be valid not

only for the Caribbean region but throughout the

Atlantic and global ocean. The formation of NBC

Rings appears to be a specific consequence of the

addition of a strong MOC on top of a wind-driven

circulation (Fratantoni et al., 1995), and this eddy

mechanism in turn plays an important role in

meridional watermass transport within the MOC.

However, in general, it can be assumed that

wherever the wind and thermohaline-driven flows

reinforce each other to create stronger boundary

currents (e.g., the NBC, or the Gulf Stream) there

is a strong likelihood of enhanced instability

and eddy activity in these regions. The Caribbean

Current is increased in strength by almost a

factor of two by the addition of the MOC flow,

and therefore this effect may contribute to the

elevated EKE levels in the Central Caribbean

in addition to the direct transmission of eddy

energy through the Caribbean passages. The

results of this study provide further evidence

that a link exists between the MOC, the formation

of North Brazil Current Rings, and the variability

in the Caribbean passages and the downstream

eddy field in the Caribbean Sea. However, as

for the seasonal variations, there is as yet little

direct information available on the variation of

the Caribbean passage transports on these

time scales that can be compared to model

predictions. More time series observations in the

passages and higher resolution model simulations

are needed to investigate the detailed interactions

between the island chain and the eddy field in

the Atlantic.
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